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Why Do We Care?
It’s all about impact...
...and influence
What Are We Seeking?
Organizational Influence:
How dominant are individual organizations in a project?
Organizational Relationships:

How do organizational partnerships/collaborations impact the project?
Contributor Affiliation Changes:
What are the impact of job changes (organizational affiliation changes) on a project?
Organizations Contributing (Over Time):
What is the impact of organizations joining or leaving the project?
Organization or Volunteer Driven:
What is organizational affiliation vs. non-organizational affiliation?
Organizational Diversity:
What is the organizational diversity of contributions?
Peripheral Organizations:
Who are the drive-by organizational contributors?
Leadership Organizational Affiliation:
How are leadership positions distributed across organizations?
Financial Considerations:
How do financial considerations impact the projects?
Organizational Ownership Distribution:
How is code ownership distributed across organizational and non-organizational contributors?
This is Just the Start
Thank you

The Open Source Program Office is passionate about, and dedicated to, providing business-useful insights into community management and success for our fellow Red Hat associates.